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Latest in Woodworking Cell Concepts
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To encourage small and medium enterprises (SMEs) to improve their productivity and upgrade
their capabilities, SFIC recently led some of our members to Senai, Johor for the Lignar
Engineering & SCM Asia In House Show. During the course of the day trip, participants were
introduced to the latest technology in woodworking cell concepts by SCM Group.
At the show, participants were introduced to SCM Group's new solutions for the woodworking
industry via a live demonstration which brought them from design to production. Through the
integration of advanced software technology and existing woodworking machines, the participants
got to witness the customization, design and assembly of a cabinet, all within the span of a few
minutes! Some of the new solutions proposed by SCM include:


Stefani Edgebander Solution 86 – The new PUR technology SLIM – Line (Stefani Patented)
ensures high-end edge finishing quality with very thin line of glue.



Tech Z5 – The 5 axis universal working center is suitable for any machining requirements.



Cyflex F900 BR – This solution carries out repetitive operations and is equipped with the
‘automatic reading of the work piece length' which allows the execution of vertical routing
operations.



Sigma Impact 107 – This high performance panel saw is versatile and easy to use.



NETLINE – This solution aids in the designing, production and sale of furniture.

Also present at the show was Giotto, which impressed the participants with the intelligence of the
MobilCAD design solutions that come in ENTRY, SILVER and GOLD packages. The MobilCAD design
solutions is easy to use, reduces lead time, eliminates errors, and facilitates automatic data
transmission from design to production without complicated programming by machines.
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Finally, SFIC wrapped up the day trip with a detailed presentation about the Productivity and
Innovation Credit (PIC) & PIC Bonus, as well as provided more insights on how these schemes can
assist local businesses. SFIC believes that companies, specifically SMES, have much to benefit
from such government assistance schemes and is heartened to have company representatives
express their interests after the presentation, specifically in one of the six activities covered under
the PIC - the ‘Purchase/Leasing of PIC IT and Automation Equipment'.
If you missed this event and would like to find out more about the latest technology in
woodworking cell concepts or the government assistance schemes, please contact Ms Huiwen at
6505 9166 or via email at huiwen@singaporefurniture.com
More information on the woodworking cell concepts can also be found at www.lignar.com and
www.hinly.asia.
To learn more about PIC Scheme and Bonus, please visit
http://www.iras.gov.sg/irashome/picredit.aspx.

